Green Tea Vodka
Key Facts:









In 1998, Charbay released the first two whole fresh
fruit flavored vodkas in the U.S.
Handcrafted by 12th Generation Master Distiller Miles
Karakasevic & his son, Marko, Generation 13
Miles took three years to research the chosen teas for
their luxurious flavors and reputation in the tea world.
Raw material source: 4 varieties of rare, first growth
whole-leaf green tea for big flavors, low tannins
Blended akin to classical perfume to create a top-note
fragrance, middle structure and long, smooth finish
Delicate green tea flavor is an unusually calming flavor
in a smooth vodka base
Contains high-grade tea extracts
Excellent over ice or with a splash of lemonade as well
as in the cocktails listed below. (More recipes available
at Charbay.com)

*** CHARBAY USES ONLY 100% REAL TEA ***

Technical Facts:
Alcohol:

35% by volume

Bottle Size:

750 ml or 1 Liter
/ 6 Pack

Tea Source:
CA Sug Retail:

Asia - 4 types
$29.99

“...seductive fragrances of ripe green melon, sage, and lightly honeyed green
tea...the finish is long, lazy , and luxurious. Yet another creative innovation by
the distilling wizards at Charbay.” Spirit Journal Annual Awards

4 STARS/Highly Recommended

- Spirit Journal

`

“The full-flavors of green tea are a finish that leaves your mouth yearning for more.” - About.com

Charbay Green Tea Cooler

Arnold Palmer

2 oz. Charbay Green Tea Vodka
2 oz. fresh lemon juice
2 oz. simple syrup
soda water

2 oz. Charbay Green Tea Vodka
3 oz. fresh lemonade
3 oz. freshly brewed iced tea

Add first three ingredients to a highball glass filled
with ice; top with soda water, pour into a shaker to
mix, pour back into glass, garnish with lemon wheel.

Combine all ingredients in a tall glass filled with
ice; pour into a shaker to mix, pour back into the
glass. Garnish with a fresh mint
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